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VINTAGE CAMPER TRAILERS
Gibbs Smith Vintage camper trailers are a unique symbol of midcentury America that resonates with many people. This
book introduces many of those people, along with the trailers they’ve lovingly maintained or restored. It includes
hundreds of photographs of everything from fancy and comfortable trailers designed for glamping (glamorous
camping), to trailers handed down through families across generations, and even entrepreneurs who have transformed
their trailers into vending booths. Paul Lacitinola enjoys everything about vintage camper trailers, including rescuing,
restoring, and rallying. In 2011, he began publishing the ﬁrst U.S.-based magazine for collectors, restorers, and
admirers of American-made camper trailers, Vintage Camper Trailers, which now has thousands of subscribers in more
than a dozen diﬀerent countries. He lives in Elverta, California.

VINTAGE CAMPERS, TRAILERS & TEARDROPS
Motorbooks Renowned automotive writer Pat Foster celebrates the simple joy of hitting the highway in a vintage
camper, trailer, RV, or van in this illustrated examination of their hardware and cultural histories—featuring evocative
modern photography of restored and original-condition campers, as well as period photos and advertising art. The
look, the feel, and the sheer style of vintage campers and trailers are impossible to duplicate in sterile modern units.
It’s little wonder more and more of us, from all walks and ages, are ditching the increasingly hectic modern life and
rediscovering the simple freedom of small, uncluttered spaces and the wide-open road. Foster breaks down the subject
by camper categories, illustrating his knowledgeable text with beautiful modern and period images. Sidebars examine
topics like clever designs that make small living possible, the evolution of campers and gear over the ages, tips for
trailer living, ﬁrst-person anecdotes from enthusiasts, and much more. Along the way, Foster covers all of the most
popular camper and van brands, such as Winnebago, Airstream, Shasta, Spartan, Scamp, Volkswagen, and more.
Whether lived on the road, your driveway, or your armchair—your minimalist adventure starts here.

VINTAGE TRAILER STYLE
BUYING, RESTORING, DECORATING & STYLING THE SMALL PLACE OF YOUR DREAMS
David & Charles Presents retro interior design ideas for vintage trailers and oﬀers advice on buying, restoring, and
decorating a vintage trailer.

VINTAGE CAMPER TRAILER RALLIES
Gibbs Smith A celebration of vintage midcentury trailers and the people that love them. This follow-up to the authors’
Vintage Camper Trailers focuses on trailer rallies, events where hundreds of vintage trailers aﬁcionados come together
to show oﬀ their trailers and share their love of the hobby. It features hundreds of new photos of trailerites and their
trailers, along with the fun and festivities that occur at the rallies. Also included are a history of camper trailers, along
with information on the major trailer hobby groups, such as Tin Can Tourists, the Wally Byam Airstream Club, and
Sisters on the Fly, and tips on how to plan and organize your own rallies and events, based on the authors’ own ﬁrsthand experience.

VINTAGE CAMPER TRAILER RALLIES (16PT LARGE PRINT EDITION)
The follow-up to Vintage Camper Trailers focuses on rallies and features hundreds of new photos. Also included are a
history of camper trailers, along with information on the major trailer hobby groups, such as Tin Can Tourists, the
Wally Byam Airstream Club, and Sisters on the Fly, and tips on how to plan and organize your own rallies and events.

TRAILERAMA
Gibbs Smith With 800 images, including sheet music, greeting cards, and board games, this book shows how the travel
trailer ﬁgured prominently in twentieth-century American pop culture.

CAMPER REHAB
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A GUIDE TO BUYING, REPAIRING, AND UPGRADING YOUR TRAVEL TRAILER
Old campers have an appeal that reaches back in time and can send your imagination soaring. Let's face it: they are
cool. Who hasn't seen one parked on a boulevard with a "for sale" sign and pictured it bouncing along behind the
family car, ready for adventure and fun? Unfortunately, campers are not quite homes, they are not quite cars, and they
have their own unique systems and demands that make ﬁxing and upgrading a challenge. Even if you have plenty of
DIY experience, a camper speaks a foreign language. Consider Camper Rehab your Rosetta Stone for the language of
Shasta, Dutchmen, or Airstream. This book is a top-to-bottom guide to getting a ﬁfth-wheel, teardrop, or other camper
trailer ready for the road and beyond. From basic troubleshooting to electrical and plumbing projects, replacing
interior surfaces, and clever (sometimes "retro") decorating ideas, this book uses detailed illustrations, color
photography, and a wealth of step-by-step, how-to information to get help you get your travel trailer into shape for
your next big--or little--adventure. And in case you haven't pulled the trigger on that trailer you're eying on Craigslist
just yet, Camper Rehab also walks you through the process of evaluating a potential purchase, identifying which issues
are ﬁxable and which are dealbreakers, as well as how to spot hidden problems. Written by accomplished DIY author
Chris Peterson, whose light and approachable tone is coupled with the hardworking DIY information you need, Camper
Rehab is a must-have for any camper owner or dreamer.

READY TO ROLL
A CELEBRATION OF THE CLASSIC AMERICAN TRAVEL TRAILER
Viking Adult A tribute to the retro style and history of the American trailer traces its evolution from the utilitarian
covered wagon to the depression-era "Hammer Blows," noting the contributions of such factors as Lucy and Desi
Arnaz's Long, Long Trailer trip, Bing Crosby's Blue Skies Trailer Village, and the Tin Can Tourists group. 12,000 ﬁrst
printing.

THE NEW GYPSY CARAVAN
Lulu.com The New Gypsy Caravan book on how to build a travel trailer that is based on the design of a Gypsy Caravan.
The book includes measured drawings, photographs and assembly instructions on how to build a caravan mountable to
a conventional utility trailer and is capable of being towed by a small car. The background and history of the Gypsy
caravan are also included.

CAMPER REHAB
A GUIDE TO BUYING, REPAIRING, AND UPGRADING YOUR TRAVEL TRAILER
Cool Springs Press Whether you're still dreaming about the perfect camper or looking for practical information, Camper
Rehab is your top to bottom guide to getting any camper trailer road ready. From Airstreams and Apaches to Shastas
and Winnebagos, classic campers have an undeniable appeal! But how do you know which one will work for you? Or if
the one you have your eye on is a good deal or a money pit? Before you get too far down the road, picturing it
bouncing along behind the family car, arm yourself with the information you need for all things camper. Campers are
not quite homes or cars. They have their own unique systems and demands that make ﬁxing and upgrading a
challenge. Even if you are ﬂuent in DIY, campers might seem like a foreign language. Consider Camper Rehab your
Rosetta Stone: Covers camper options: Whether you're considering a ﬁfth-wheel, teardrop, pop-up, or other style of
camper trailer, this book runs through all the popular choices. Buying guide: Camper Rehab walks you through the
process of evaluating a potential purchase, identifying which issues are ﬁxable and which are deal-breakers, as well as
how to spot hidden problems. How-to tutorials: From basic troubleshooting to electrical and plumbing projects,
replacing interior surfaces, and clever decorating ideas, there's not shortage of how-to information. Special
considerations: How do you work with painted aluminum siding? What's the best way to re-caulk camper seals and
seams? How can you re-align a camper door? Even those handy with automotive DIY are sure to learn a thing or two!
Visually driven: You'll ﬁnd detailed illustrations as well as extensive color photography to help you get your travel
trailer into shape for your next big—or little—adventure. Written by accomplished DIY author Chris Peterson, whose
light and approachable tone is coupled with the hardworking DIY information you need, Camper Rehab is a must-have
for anyone with a camper—or seriously considering one!

SISTERS ON THE FLY
CARAVANS, CAMPFIRES, AND TALES FROM THE ROAD
Andrews McMeel Publishing The Sisters on the Fly know they're having more fun than anyone! Now you're invited to
join them on their cross-country road trips as author Irene Rawlings takes you inside the Sisters' decorated vintage
trailers. Each trailer reﬂects its owner's personality, and the Sisters share their individual stories behind their loving
restorations--and a few of the wilder outdoor adventures they've experienced along the way. The Sisters also share
tips for buying and restoring vintage trailers because they know that once you see all the fun they're having ﬂyﬁshing, riding horses, camping, eating, laughing, and loving, you just might want to join their cowgirl caravan when it
heads out for the next adventure. Sisters on the Fly will inspire readers with charming and witty anecdotes from the
Sisters as they experience the open road and some of the most beautiful places in the country. It is organized around
ﬁshing, food, friendship, love, and loss. And, of course, around beautiful vintage trailers that have been lovingly
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transformed from "trashed to treasured." The book features dozens of engaging stories about the incredible women
who buy and restore these trailers, as well as sidebars loaded with both practical and whimsical information for
anyone who is ready to ﬁnd her own trailer and join the caravan.

BEFORE YOU BUY A VINTAGE CAMPER
FINDING, CHOOSING, ASSESSING, BUYING, & FIGURING OUT WHAT TO DO WITH AN OLD CAMPER
TRAILER TRAVEL
A VISUAL HISTORY OF MOBILE AMERICA
Gibbs Smith With linen postcards of trailer camps and auto courts, campy family photos, and ads dating back to the
1920s, "Trailer Travel" is the perfect complement to a new TV documentary on the colorful history of America's
fascination with life on the road. 150 photos in color and b&w.

TEARDROPS AND TINY TRAILERS
Gibbs Smith Buckle up as Douglas Keister takes you for a decidedly retro ride in the world of diminutive travel trailers
in Teardrops and Tiny Trailers. The demand for vintage trailers-the smaller the better-has risen dramatically in recent
years, with the most in-demand trailers being "teardrops," ﬁrst manufactured in the 1930s and containing just indoor
sleeping space and an outdoor exterior kitchen. Also proﬁled in the book are "canned ham" trailers, whose shape
resembles the proﬁle of a can of ham; small-size examples of America's most beloved vintage trailer, the Airstream;
miniscule gypsy caravans in Europe; and ﬁberglass trailers made in Canada. Two hundred color photographs showcase
these trailers' sleek exteriors, retro-styled interiors, and, in many cases, the restored classic cars that tow them.
Teardrops and Tiny Trailers includes a resource section chock-full of places to locate vintage trailers, clubs to join, and
rallies to attend. Photographer/writer Douglas Keister has authored thirty-six critically acclaimed books. His books on
classic recreational vehicles include Ready to Roll, Silver Palaces, and Mobile Mansions. In addition, he has authored
twenty-ﬁve books on architecture, including Inside the Bungalow, Storybook Style, Red Tile Style, Classic Cottages,
and Cottages. Keister also writes and illustrates magazine articles and contributes photographs and essays to dozens
of magazines, newspapers, books, calendars, posters, and greeting cards worldwide. He lives in Chico, California.

GLAMPING WITH MARYJANE
Gibbs Smith MaryJane Butters’ go-to guide for putting glamour into camping."Glamping, or glamour camping, one of
the MaryJane's pet concepts, is about the juxtaposition of rugged and really pretty, grit and glam, diesel and
absolutely darling."-The New York Times.Glamping-unleashing your inner wild while wearing a pair of ﬁshing-lure
earrings-is for every woman (or man!) who ever had a get-away-from-it-all fantasy (with a few frilly embellishments
thrown in). Learn about the never-fail campﬁre, cooking with cast iron, how to change a ﬂat, and much, much more.
Follow the growing Glamping movement at maryjanesfarm.org and nationalglampingweekend.com.Like the infamous
Calamity Jane, who said, “I ﬁgure if a girl wants to be a legend, she should go ahead and be one,” MaryJane Butters
coined the term glamping years ago when she founded her unusual Idaho canvas wall-tent bed & breakfast, which was
featured in The New York Times Magazine and Travel & Leisure as “the place to be.” Legend status achieved, MaryJane
lives in Moscow, Idaho, where she runs her many businesses, which include a successful organic farm, product lines, a
bed & breakfast, and MaryJanesFarm magazine. This is her fourth book.

BEATRICE THE LITTLE CAMPER GETS RESCUED
Beatrice the little camper has a great life full of adventures until her last family no longer needs her. She ﬁnds herself
old, broken, and living out her lonely days behind and old barn. One day a new family comes to take her away to a new
home. The Tuﬄe family sees her inner beauty, rebuilds her and gives her a new life. Soon she will be once again going
out on the road for new adventures!

TIN CAN HOMESTEAD
THE ART OF AIRSTREAM LIVING
Hachette UK DIY enthusiasts, tiny house-lovers, and van-lifers will ﬁnd inspiration and step-by-step instructions in Tin
Can Homestead, the ultimate resource for living small in your own Airstream paradise. The Airstream trailer is the
ultimate symbol of vintage wanderlust-and the classic touring vehicle's resurgent popularity has dovetailed with the
tiny house movement, resonating with design-minded individuals looking to live small. Tin Can Homestead, based on
the popular Instagram of the same name, is the ultimate resource for these would-be DIY-ers, and the perfect coﬀeetable addition for anyone looking for streamlined, modern lifestyle inspiration. Part practical how-to, part lushly
illustrated design inspiration, Tin Can Homestead follows the story of one couple as they build themselves a new life in
an old Airstream. Through personal stories and down-and-dirty checklists, this book guides readers through all stages
of creating their own Airstream homes-from buying a trailer to plumbing and electrical work. With a hip, bohemian
aesthetic and a fresh authorial voice, the authors pair their DIY knowledge with lifestyle advice-including dér, design,
and entertaining-and abundant illustrations, from in-process photographs to hand-drawn illustrations.
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THE RELAXED HOME
Atlanta Bartlett shows you how to create a relaxed ambience in every room in your home. Relaxed Simplicity is a
softened, pared-down look; Relaxed Romantic gives pretty ﬂoral fabrics a fresh new feel. Those who crave the
unashamedly sensual will love Relaxed Sensuality, while glamour aﬁcionados will love Relaxed Elegance. And if you
can't stop collecting, Relaxed Eclectic will show you how your treasures can look truly chic.

STREAMLINE ALUMINUM TRAILERS
RESTORATION AND MODIFICATION
CarTech Inc The iconic shape and appearance of a streamline aluminum trailer sitting at a campsite or being pulled
down the highway has captivated collectors and vacationing hobbyists for nearly 90 years. During this time, the
exterior appearance of the trailer has changed very little, so recollections can range from seeing a 1937 Dodge Pickup
to a 1969 Impala hauling one of these beauties. Today, restored rarities from Airstream, Silver Streak, Boles Aero,
Clipper, and Spartan can command as much as $100,000 in the marketplace. These trailers have become symbols of
American pop culture for several generations. Until now, very little information has been available to help you when it
comes to restoring and updating one of these trailers. Daniel Hall, of the vintage restoration company Camper
Reparadise, addresses all items of streamline trailer restoration thoroughly in this one-stop-shopping book. Details on
your trailer and how to restore it are covered from trailer tongue to trailing bumper. Key restoration components
including chassis, ﬂoor, exterior/interior skin, electrical elements, insulation, doorjamb refabrication, LP, plumbing,
and polishing are all covered comprehensively in a visual, step-by-step format. Whether you're a collector car
enthusiast, resident of a trailer campground, or a vacationing addict, owning this restoration guide will be an essential
tool in keeping your trailer active, updated, and in immaculate condition. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Arial}

CAMPING LOG BOOK
CAMPING JOURNAL AND RV TRAVEL LOGBOOK - FAMILY CAMPSITE ADVENTURE KEEPSAKE - PERFECT RV AND
CAMPING TRAVEL LOG BOOK TO RECORD YOUR ADVENTURES - VINTAGE CAMPER TRAILERS BOOK - TRIP
DIARY - GIFTS FOR THE RV OWNER CAMPERS HIKERS
Do you love camping? The freedom of the wilderness, connecting with nature, going on adventures, meeting new
people, and making lifelong friends. Camping can forge the best memories for adults and kids. Record all of the small
details about your camping trip in one handy book so that you never forget. In years from now, you'll ﬂick through this
journal and remember all the fun times you had with your family and friends, the stories you told each other around
the campﬁre, and the new friends you made. Features: Campground information - Campground name, date, site
number, location, and weather Campground experience - The family members/friends who were with you, places you
visited, activities you engaged in, new people you met, and things to remember for next time Notes area - Room for
writing additional information about your experience Photo/drawing box - A box for sticking in a family photo, or doing
a quick drawing Book details - Large 8.5"x11" size, 121 pages, 60 campground capacity (two pages per trip) This book
makes a great gift for: Campers RV Lovers & Camping Enthusiasts Boys, Girls, Kids & Families Travelers On retirement
Hikers

THE HANDMADE TEARDROP TRAILER
DESIGN & BUILD A CLASSIC TINY CAMPER FROM SCRATCH
Hit the road in style and comfort you built yourself... The road trip has been a celebrated American tradition for as long
as there have been roads on which to travel. Combined with our love of the great outdoors, hitting the road in search
of some peace under the stars is a goal for anyone old enough to drive -- even more so in today's hectic, wired world.
Millennials and retiring boomers want to take a break,especially one that reﬂects their ever increasing simple and
minimal mindset. Enter the Teardrop Trailer. First designed in 1930's for cars lacking power, they've remerged as a
smart, aerodynamic, and eye-catching option for seeking out the quiet beauty that camping oﬀers...but with plenty of
comfort. Think of the tiny house movement going camping... Matt Berger's book The Handmade Teardrop Trailer:
Design & Build a Tiny Classic Camper from Scratch hands you the keys to craft your own stylish adventure. The
Handmade Teardrop Trailer guides you through the journey from sketchbook to ﬁrst road trip, and will prepare you to
design and build your own comfortable pull-behind Tiny Trailer. And, to achieve this you don't need much space, just a
garage bay or shared workspace, and the most basic tools and materials available at your nearby hardware store or
home center. Because we all have our own "get away from it all" road-trip fantasies when it comes to comfort, style,
and purpose, The Handmade Teardrop Trailer will train you up like a pro on the basics of trailer design, backed up by
deep research and experimentation. Illustrations provide measurements and construction details that are easy to
adapt for variations in size and conﬁguration and more than 100 step-by-step photos illuminate every detail in the
design and build process. With this handy guide leading the way, you'll be shutting down the computer, storing the
cellphone, and hitting the road to ﬁnd some peace in a classic tiny trailer camper you built by yourself.

CAMPING LOG BOOK
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CAMPING JOURNAL AND RV TRAVEL LOGBOOK - A CAMPSITE LOGBOOK FOR FAMILIES WHO ENJOY CAMPING
TOGETHER - FAMILY CAMPSITE ADVENTURE KEEPSAKE - RV FOR DUMMIES BOOKS - VINTAGE CAMPER
TRAILERS BOOK - GIFTS FOR THE RV OWNER CAMPERS HIKERS
Do you love camping? The freedom of the wilderness, connecting with nature, going on adventures, meeting new
people, and making lifelong friends. Camping can forge the best memories for adults and kids. Record all of the small
details about your camping trip in one handy book so that you never forget. In years from now, you'll ﬂick through this
journal and remember all the fun times you had with your family and friends, the stories you told each other around
the campﬁre, and the new friends you made. Features: Campground information - Campground name, date, site
number, location, and weather Campground experience - The family members/friends who were with you, places you
visited, activities you engaged in, new people you met, and things to remember for next time Notes area - Room for
writing additional information about your experience Photo/drawing box - A box for sticking in a family photo, or doing
a quick drawing Book details - Large 8.5"x11" size, 121 pages, 60 campground capacity (two pages per trip) This book
makes a great gift for: Campers RV Lovers & Camping Enthusiasts Boys, Girls, Kids & Families Travelers On retirement
Hikers

THE ULTIMATE RV LOGBOOK
THE BEST RVER TRAVEL LOGBOOK FOR LOGGING RV CAMPSITES AND CAMPGROUNDS TO REFERENCE LATER.
AN AMAZING TOOL FOR RVING, ESPECIALLY FOR FULLTIME RVERS.
The ultimate log book for RVers who want to keep great records of where they've been! Record campground
information like: Hookups available Bathhouse conditions Amenities Road Conditions Campsite conditions
Management/Staﬀ Info Booking/Cancellation Notes Local Area Notes Sightseeing Notes and A LOT more! There's even
extra space to add your own notes for each site! Great for RVing in: Class A Motorhomes Class C Motorhomes Travel
Trailer RV 5th Wheel RV Class B Motorhome Custom Vans This book is an amazing tool for your travel adventures. We,
as full-time RVers ourselves, wanted to produce something that would actually be useful for other RV travelers. Our
goal was to create a place where you can record all of the great (and sometimes not so great) notes & impressions of
your camping spots as you wander about in your RV. We made this book a place to store information but also easily
ﬁnd those notes again later, so we incorporated an easy-to-use referencing system, organized by U.S. state (or you can
ﬁll in your own regions). This way, when you need to look back on your notes from two, three, or even 20 years later,
you will be able to quickly ﬁnd them. Here's how to use this book: Log Your Stays: Turn to the ﬁrst log and start
writing! Use our prompted notes and checkoﬀs to record basic information and then also add your own notes as a
refresher for your memory later. We didn't make space for every possible scenario (there are so many!) So, use the
extra space to write down anything you think you might want to know later. For instance, you may note more things
like low/high water pressure, road noise, or management/staﬀ names & notes. Did you spend way too much on laundry
here? Make a note of it! Did you see a sasquatch walk casually through your campground on Friday night? Make a note
of it! And share the picture! You did get one, right? Our Referencing System: It's so simple! Let's begin with the Site
Logs. Each Site Log has a number in the corner. When you log a campsite, take a second to record that site's Log
Number in the back of the book in its reference section. Most reference sections are simply a state. However, some
states are larger (and more popular) than others, so we broke them down into smaller regions for even quicker
reference. For instance, we've broken Texas down to 5 regions: North, West, Central, Gulf Coast & Panhandle.
Maintenance Logs: In the back of the book, there are pages dedicated for recording RV maintenance. Just record the
date, service performed, mileage, and any other notes there so you have that information later. Praise for The Ultimate
RV Logbook: "In the past, I tried to keep track of campground details using our Google Calendar....but, we've gotten
really bad about recording the details. What I really needed was this." ">Let's Travel Family RV Travel Blog "We were
keeping similar notes in a blank notebook, but our entries were always inconsistent and we always forgot to note
something. With "The Ultimate RV Logbook" we will be able to keep consistent records in neat and organized fashion."
- Exploring The Local Life, RV Travel Blog

HAPPY CAMPERS COLORING BOOK
Design Originals Enter a world of creative self-expression with this relaxing coloring book for grownups. Inside you'll
ﬁnd 30 amazing art activities that will take you on a delightful camping adventure of patterning, shading, and coloring.
These whimsical images of fun on the open road oﬀer a easy way to de-stress and unleash your inner artist. Use this
quirky coloring book to indulge your wanderlust with markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. Each vibrantly
detailed illustration is designed to ignite your creativity. Beautifully colored ﬁnished examples are provided, along
with a handy guide to basic art techniques, from patterning and combinations to shading and color theory. Happy
Campers Coloring Book is printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper to eliminate bleed-through. Each page is preperforated for easy removal and display.

THE HAPPY CAMPER
Revell Home is the place to heal, right? At least, that's what Dillon Michaels is hoping as she leaves her disappointing
career and nonstarter love life behind to help her grieving and aging grandfather on his small Oregon farm. The only
problem? Her eccentric mother beat her there and has taken over Dillon's old room. After a few nights sleeping on a
sagging sofa, Dillon is ready to give up, until she receives an unlikely gift--her grandfather's run-down vintage camp
trailer, which she quickly resolves to restore with the help of Jordan Atwood, the handsome owner of the local
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hardware store. But just when things are ﬁnally beginning to run smoothly, Dillon's noncommittal ex-boyfriend shows
up with roses . . . and a ring. Full of quirky characters, family drama, and sweet romance, The Happy Camper will have
you scouring Craigslist for your own diamond-in-the-rough camper to restore and haunting your local hardware store
for a handy guy to help your dreams come true.

RVS & CAMPERS
1900-2000
Enthusiast Books Today, hundreds of thousands of people live in RVs permanently, and even more use campers and
RVs for recreation. This is the ﬁrst and only book to give an entertaining look at the history and evolution of this
popular lifestyle and hobby. Hundreds of nostalgic photographs show a wide variety of campers and RVs throughout
the entire 20th century. See early auto tent-camping, converted buses, fold-out trailers, homemade campers, foreign
exploration expeditions and even traveling chapels with living quarters for pastors! Anyone who has ever enjoyed RVs
and campers will be thrilled by this retrospective look at these vehicles and their predecessors throughout the 20th
Century. Chapters broken down by decade with brief 2-3 page introductory material for each chapter.

CAMPING LOG BOOK
CAMPING JOURNAL AND RV TRAVEL LOGBOOK - A CAMPSITE LOGBOOK FOR FAMILIES WHO ENJOY CAMPING FAMILY CAMPSITE ADVENTURE KEEPSAKE - TRAVEL MEMORY BOOK - RV ROAD TRIP PLANNER - VINTAGE
CAMPER TRAILERS BOOK - GIFT FOR THE RV OWNER CAMPERS HIKER
Do you love camping? The freedom of the wilderness, connecting with nature, going on adventures, meeting new
people, and making lifelong friends. Camping can forge the best memories for adults and kids. Record all of the small
details about your camping trip in one handy book so that you never forget. In years from now, you'll ﬂick through this
journal and remember all the fun times you had with your family and friends, the stories you told each other around
the campﬁre, and the new friends you made. Features: Campground information - Campground name, date, site
number, location, and weather Campground experience - The family members/friends who were with you, places you
visited, activities you engaged in, new people you met, and things to remember for next time Notes area - Room for
writing additional information about your experience Photo/drawing box - A box for sticking in a family photo, or doing
a quick drawing Book details - Large 8.5"x11" size, 121 pages, 60 campground capacity (two pages per trip) This book
makes a great gift for: Campers RV Lovers & Camping Enthusiasts Boys, Girls, Kids & Families Travelers On retirement
Hikers

AIRSTREAMS
CUSTOM INTERIORS
Schiﬀer Pub Limited Few shapes rolling down the highway are as instantly recognizable as silver Airstream trailer
homes. With over 200 sparkling color images and engaging text, this book presents David Winick's adventure recreating custom-built Airstream home trailers that date from1948 to 2007, including his 75th Anniversary Bambi
trailer. The challenge of making functional and beautiful small living spaces helped drive the restoration work. Learn
the process, beginning with empty shells and ending with rolling Airstream art. This book will enlighten the growing
legion of Airstream aﬁcionados, architects and designers with a passion for small space living, and all who have ever
camped or admired an Airstream.

RV & CAMPER TOYS
THE HISTORY OF RVING IN MINIATURE
Iconograﬁx Wow! This colorful book showcases the world of miniature RVs and travel trailers. The authors have added
plenty of history and tidbits about each piece, along with a concise history of each segment of toy, including: Early RV
Toys, Airstream Toys, Japan Tin RV Toys, Travel Trailer Toys, Camper Van Toys, Truck Camper Toys, Motorhome Toys,
Little Kids' RV Toys, Foreign RV Toys, and last but not least the fun but useful RV toys that were also salt and pepper
shakers, birdhouse, tea pots, paperweights, Christmas ornaments, cardboards cutouts, and more. A star-rating guide
helps depict which toys are the most collectible, although the authors' have picked the best selection from the largest
collection of RV/Camper toys. Makes a great gift book for anyone into camping or toy nostalgia.

ROLITE
EGGS TO NAILS TO TIN CANS
RV RENOVATING BASICS
A NEW OWNER'S GUIDE TO FIXING UP AN OLD RV
Practical advice and easy to understand instructions to get you started on your ﬁrst RV renovation! By popular blogger
and RV renovator, Sarah Lemp from allthingswithpurpose.com. This condensed, version of Sarah's original book, "All
Things Camper Renovating" is a simpliﬁed resource for the new renovator. This book contains a condensed version of
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the content from "All Things Camper Renovating" in a black and white format which makes it a more budget-friendly
option. For full color images and renovation advice from a team of renovators, see the other title by Sarah Lemp.

THE BMW CENTURY
THE ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE MACHINES
Motorbooks International Relive the ﬁrst one hundred years of Germany's best two- and four-wheeled rides.
Established in 1916, BMW is one of the auto and motorcycle industry's oldest and most-respected car and motorcycle
manufacturers. Over the past century, the company went through myriad developments. The BMW Century chronicles
this remarkable transportation company through images of the cars and motorcycles it manufactured, from the 1923
R32 motorcycle to sleek electric cars of today. This handsome volume is ﬁlled with images, history, and in-depth looks
at the incredible machines BMW created year after year. The BMW Century showcases how the company's new
visionary team systematically rebuilt BMW in the post-World War II years into the spectacular success we know today that is, a company with sales projected to be upwards of two million cars annually by 2016, led by its 3-series, the
best-selling luxury-performance car in the world. BMW's motorcycle division is no less legendary. It began with the
1923 avant-garde R32, which featured a 180-degree, horizontally opposed twin, the engine conﬁguration that would
become BMW's hallmark. Along the way, BMW would use that conﬁguration to power groundbreaking machines like the
R90S, R100RS, and R80GS. Beginning in 1983, they would add three- and four-cylinder machines to their oﬀerings,
culminating in today's spectacular S1000RR sport bike. From the pre-war motorcycles to the iconic R-series twins of
the 1970s and 80s to the mighty M-series cars and superbikes of today, The BMW Century oﬀers a full review of
German engineering at its ﬁnest. The book is illustrated with hundreds of historic, contemporary, and racing
photographs - many sourced from BMW's archives - and detailed text relating the BMW's full history. This is the one
volume no BMW aﬁcionado can be without.

SERRO SCOTTY TRAVEL TRAILERS
Enthusiast Books This book will take us on John Serro's journey from producing the ﬁrst 16' Scotty Pup trailer in 1956
to the more popular 18' HiLander produced in the 60's and 70's. Because Scotty Trailers were not produced on an
assembly line, just like the Americans who bought them, no two are exactly alike. The Scotty line, while fairly
extensive (ranging from teardrops to fully self-contained 18' models), each were simple in design, most sporting the
iconic aqua and white paint scheme, and all stamped with the Scotty Pup logo. Vintage travel trailers have never been
more popular with the demographic evolving drastically to a younger, more aﬄuent group of people. And while
Airstreams seem to be the shiny star of the day, the Serro Scotty trailers were always right there barking up the same
vintage tree. Not only are Scotty Trailers quintessentially retro, they are lightweight, very aﬀordable and easy to
restore, and accessible to everyone!

CAMPER VAN CONVERSION
Lulu.com Have you ever wanted to own a camper van ? In this practical new book, oﬃce worker turned camper van
converter, Colin Grace shows you, step by step how to convert a van into a bespoke camper van. Learn how to do it,
how long it will take and how much it will cost. Over 13 chapters the book details all the conversion jobs, skills, tools,
resources and equipment needed to convert any van or minibus into a family camper van.Based on Colin's personal
experience of converting, it is packed with practicaladvice, delivered in a down to earth style and illustrated with over
340 high resolution photographs and graphics, including a full leisure electrics system diagram.""If you are considering
a camper van conversion, this guide is a great source of information and a good investment before you start your
conversion."" - www.campervanlife.com

THE TIME TRAVEL TRAILER
CreateSpace A 1937 vintage camper trailer half hidden in weeds catches Lynne McBriar's eye when she is visiting an
elderly friend Ben. Ben eagerly sells it to her and she just as eagerly embarks on a restoration. But after each remodel,
sleeping in the trailer lands Lynne and her daughter Dinah in a previous decade-exciting, yet frightening. Glimpses of
their home town and ancestors ﬁfty or sixty years earlier is exciting and also oﬀers some clues to the mystery of Ben's
lost love. But when Dinah makes a trip on her own, separating herself from her mother by decades, Lynne has never
known such fear. It is a trip that may upset the future if Lynne and her estranged husband can't team up to bring their
daughter back.

RESTORING A DREAM
MY JOURNEY RESTORING A VINTAGE AIRSTREAM
Createspace Independent Pub The author, producer and host of the Vintage Airstream Podcast, recounts his
experience selecting, obtaining and fully restoring a 1960 Airstream trailer--a replacement for his 1971 Airstream--as
well as a collection of his podcast listeners' restoration-, conservation-, and maintenance-related questions and
Shephard's answers.

THE MODERN CARAVAN
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STORIES OF LOVE, BEAUTY, AND ADVENTURE ON THE OPEN ROAD
THE MODERN CARAVAN is a warm invitation into rolling homes designed for life on the open road. Brimming with
evocative storytelling and hundreds of photographs showcasing handsome interiors and stunning landscapes, this
book features 25 stories from solo travelers, couples, and families who traded the comforts of a rooted life for everchanging vistas and eye-opening experiences. You'll meet a family exploring Australia in a cozy vintage camper ﬁlled
with plants and natural wood ﬁnishes; a young couple designing a modern trailer inspired by the colors and textures of
the high desert; a husband and wife living in a chic Airstream with green velvet seating, ﬂoral wallpaper, and
herringbone wood ﬂoors. Balancing style with function, each carefully crafted tiny home is the result of long-held
dreams, ingenuity, and imagination.

COLOR ME A HAPPY CAMPER IIII
MANDALAS AND TRAILERS COLORING BOOK
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Book 4. This coloring book is packed full of whimsical vintage travel
trailers and mandalas. Keep it in your camper for the kids or for yourself to color on a rainy day! Each illustration has
been hand drawn. The illustrations are of various vintage travel trailers, some with mandala designs incorporated with
the trailers. Contains: 39 one sided black and white coloring pages for ease of removal and coloring. (If you are using
markers, place a protector sheet behind the page you're coloring to prevent bleeding through.) This is a great gift for
all ages young and old! See also: Color Me A Happy Camper I, II & III

THE HALF-TON MILITARY LAND ROVER
Veloce Publishing Ltd The full story of the Lightweight military Land Rover. Packed with facts & photographs, this book
covers all the variants used in the UK and overseas. A must for the Land Rover enthusiast & invaluable to all
enthusiasts, owners, restorers and would-be buyers.

SILVER PALACES
Gibbs Smith Publishers The ﬁrst book to focus on the vintage trailer as an object of design retraces the history of this
American classic, discussing the role of World War II in trailer design and the impact of RV associations on the
emergence of the "streamlined trailer." Original. 15,000 ﬁrst printing.
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